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Stu-C Increases
Assessment For
1958 Mayoralty

Student

BATES COLLEGE. LEWISTON, MAINE. JANUARY 15. 1958

By Subscription

Seniors Reign At Carnival
Men Select Seven
For Membership
On Queen's Court

The Men's Student Council has
approved an increased Mayoralty budget for the 1953 campaign.
The maximum contribution per
man for campaign expenditures
will be $3. an increase of 25
cents per person over last year.
At the regular Wednesday
night meeting the Council also
voted on other changes in Mayoralty rules. Campaign managers will be responsible for a financial statement of all income
and expenditures to be submitted
to the Council at the conclusion
of Mayoralty.

Damon Dustin, president of
the Outing Club, has disclosed
the names of seven senior women
| selected by the senior men as
I members of the Carnival Queen's
Court.
They are Joan Appleby, a sociology major from Watertown,
Mass.; Martha Boardman, biology, Katonah, N. Y.; Judith Granz,
speech, Salem. N. H.; Betsey
Gray, sociology. Swansea. Mass.;
Colleen Jenkins, biology. KenCommittee Reports Tonight
sington, Md.; Elinor Silver, nursing, Auburn; and Nancy Tobey.
In this way the Council hopes I
French, Hallowell.
to have a clearer picture of the
I Prexy Crowns Queen
dimensions of Mayoralty and to
President Charles P. Phillips
be able to exercise closer control
will crown one of them queen at
in the future if necessary.
the ice show, which will mark
The Council's Mayoralty Com, the official commencement of
mittee will report tonight on |
! "Winter Olympics, 1958." The
other proposed revisions.
I queen will then be presented the
Considers Line-Culling
i key to the city of Lewiston by
Stu-C also considered a peti-!
i Mayor Georges Rancourt.
tion presented by David Lowry,
The Queen and her Court will
Clifford Lawrence, and William
! reign over the four-day Olympic
Waterston. Signed by a large
I festival.
number of "students, it requested
Among the activities that the
the Council to reconsider the
Court witt participate in is tY\e
problem of cutting in lines.
Carnival Court members (1. to r.) Ellie Silver, Marty Boardman, Coe Jenkins, Joan Apple- faculty-student softball game on
The Council reminds men that by, Judy Granz. Betsey Gray, and Nancy Tobey prepare for "Winter Olympics" events.
Saturday afternoon. They will
they will be responsible to the
play on the side of the faculty,
(Photo
by
Blunda)
(Continued on page two)
j
(Continued on page two)

Debaters Consider
Lecture Proposal
By LOU BROWN
At the Monday chapel assembly, the problem of supporting the George Colby Chase Lecture Series was debated
before the student body. Benedict Mazza acted as chairman
of the debate on the topic "Resolved: that the George Colby
Chase Lecture Series should be supported directly by the
student body."
*
'
Everett Ladd argued the negative viewpoint while Joanne
Trogler took the affirmative
stand. Mazza introduced the debate with a brief presentation of
the problem. He gave a brief history of the lecture series, now in
its 50th year, bringing out the
point that although the money
available from the George Colby
Chase fund was sufficient to support a lecture series in 1907, it
definitely is not so now.

CA Cabinet
Members of the CA Larger
Cabinet are reminded lhat a
brief business meeling will
be held at 7 p. m. today in
the Chase Hall Ballroom.
The agenda will include
commission reports and a
vote on constitutional revisions proposed by the
Smaller Cabinet.
The Larger Cabinet includes all those who have
worked on CA activities this
year.

Would Serve Public
The student - faculty lecture
committee, Mazza indicated, had
suggested a $5 per year increase
in the student activities fee to
give the lecture committee $4,000
with which to work. Under this
plan faculty and administration
would be admitted free, and the
public would be allowed to use
what seats were empty 10 minutes before each event opened.
Arguing against these proposals Ladd emphasized that our
present chapel assemblies and
lecture series supply sufficiently
good speakers for our purposes.
If we can't support a fall conference series then why should
we attempt to introduce more activities along the same line?
Advocates Use Of TV
If we do feel that we need better contact with important personages., then we could get such
contact much more cheaply by
simply increasing our television
facilities, Ladd pointed out. Sunday TV programs, for instance,
(Continued on page eight)

Allen, Dietz Assume
New Editorial Duties
For Feature Section

Tanner Lists Events
Of Winter Conference

Irene Frye. editor-in-chief of
the STUDENT, has announced
Features of the coming all-campus Religion-in-Life Conthe promotion of Roger Allen to ference are being announced by its chairman. Linda Tanner.
the position of feature editor and
the appointment of Eunice Dietz The conference will be held Wednesday and Thursday. Febas associate feature editor, effec- ruary 12 and 13.
shown Thursday afternoon foltive with the next issue of the
Major speakers will be Dr. Al- lowed by a panel discussion.
STUDENT.
lan Knight Chalmers and Rabbi Members of the panel will inAllen replaces James Parham Leon Jick. Dr. Chalmers is pro- clude students, professors acwith whom he has been working fessor of preaching and applied quainted with the problems from
as associate feature editor. Hav- Christianity at Boston University other campuses, and local clergying served as editor of the New | School of Theology. Rabbi Jick of men.
Bedford (Mass.) High School Mt. Vernon. N, Y., will be repaper, he was a reporter for the | membered by many students Names Committee Chairmen
The chairmen of committees
STUDENT during his freshman | from his visit to the campus last
responsible for organizing speyear.
vear.
cific areas of the conference are
Students Participate More
Attends Journalism Session
, An objective of this year's Charles Updegraph and Linda
A government major. Allen is
! conference is to provide more op- Giraldi, speakers bureau; Sally
also active on the varsity debate
oort unity for student participa- Morris, correspondence; Clifford
team. He attended a summer sestion and discussion. For this rea- Lawrence, worship; and Colleen
sion at the Medill School of
son a larger number of dormitory Jenkins, dinner meetings.
Journalism. Northwestern UniAlso, in charge of literature.
discussions are planned for
versity.
Thursday night than has been Earle Atwater and Peter BertocMiss Dietz has written for the customary in previous years.
ci; programs. Priscilla Schummfeature section for the past two
A dramatic presentation will rick; publicity. Judith Frese; and
years and has also had some of be the center of the Wednesday house committee. Lee Larson.
her work published in the evening program. A film will be
Garnet. An English major, she
lists writing poetry as her pet
Have You Voted?
hobby and "wants to write" afLibrary Hours
ter rraduation.
Students who did not vote
Coram Library will be open
During her career in Somerduring the lunch hour on the
special hours during the exam- ville (N. J.) High School, she was
lecture and concert series
ination period: Monday-Friday active on the literary magazine.
proposal are asked to vote
8-12:15, 1-5:30. 7-9:30; Satur- Music scores high on her hobby
this evening. Men will vote
day 812:15, 1-5:30; bcth Sun- list. She participates in the Bates
in Chase Hall at the endays 2-5, 7-9:30. The library Choral Society and collects rectrance to the Commons from
will be closed Thursday eve- ords. She is presently serving as
5:15-6:30 p. m. Women will
ning, January 30. Carnival program chairman of the Judson
vote in Rand Hall reception
hours will be posted.
Fellowship.
room from 5:15-6:45 p. m.
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Final Blizzard Here; Students Panic
Lawton Cops Top Award
In Prize Debate Contest
Emphasizing the fact that a
liberal arts college must to some
extent mold and cultivate its
students' cultural tastes, John
Lawton won the best individual
speaker award in the annual
Sophomore Prize Debate Thursday evening in Pettigrew Hall.
Stephen Hotchkiss and Lawton
upheld the affirmative side of the
debate topic, "Resolved: that
Bates College should have a lecture and concert series program
supported by a student activities
fee of $2.50 per semester from
each student." Expressing the
negative side of the question
were David Easton and Malcolm
MacBain.
Mention Cultural Apathy
The affirmative's winning argument held that "with taxation
we would have a potentiality
which would allow us to bring
noteworthy figures on the American scene to the Bates campus."
The speakers for the negative
mentioned the current cultural
apathy among college students.
Using attendance records of past
lecture series at Bates, they at-

Freshmen Vote
On Acceptance
Of Constitution
Freshmen will be asked to vote
on the adoption of the class constitution following the chapel assembly program Friday. At this
time the constitution will first be
read to the class.
The constitution is designed "to
secure a permanent and unified
class organization."
Requires Two-Thirds Vote
It contains the standards to be
followed concerning membership,
officers, nominations and elections, duties of class officers, finances or dues, meetings and
rules of order.
The constitution in its entirety
is posted on the main bulletin
board for all to read. Freshmen
are reminded that the constitution will be accepted on twothirds acceptance vote of members of the class who are present
and voting.

Calendar
Tonight
Mirror Pictures (see p. 8)
Lecture Series Voting, 5:15-6:45
p.m., Rand; 5:15-6:30 p.m.,
Commons
CA Larger Cabinet Meeting,
7 p. m., Chase Hall Ballroom
Basketball—Bates vs. Bowdoin
CA Vespers, Chapel
Tomorrow
Mirror Pictures
Basketball—Bates vs. Brandeis
Friday
Chapel, Music
Freshman Constitution Voting,
Chapel
I
Saturday
Record Dance, 8-11:45 p.m.,
Chase Hall
Monday
Final Examinations Begin
Wednesday
Community Concert, 8:15 p. m.,
Lewiston High School Auditorium
/

Weather forecasts warn Bates students to gather supplies and prepare for a blizzard.
Due during the next two weeks, the Alumni Gymnasium has been designated the campus
"shelter" for the expected emergency.
To take care of snow jobs, bring shovels. Faculty committees will distribute questionnaires during" the seige in an attempt to classify and relocate displaced persons.
(Unless indicated otherwise, all examinations will be held in the gymnasium. Final examinations in the following courses will be arranged by the instructors: French 241,
Spanish 241, Spanish 341, Speech 126, and Speech 201).
'
MONDAY, JAN. 20
1:15 P. M.
German 351
8:00 A. M.
Economics 201
Speech 111

tempted to prove that the majority of students would probably not attend a lecture and
concert series.
Suggest Other Improvements
The negative team also assertAstronomy 100
ed that "money does not guaranChemistry 100
tee quality." Following a philChemistry 301
osophy of "the most good for the
English 361
least expense," they felt that an
Government 301
amount of money as large as
Mathematics 411
$4,000 could do more than bring
Religion 211
four speakers to Bates.
1:15 P. M.
Specifically mentioned for imBiology 111
provement were the number of
Religion 100
library books, the number of tel3:30
P. M.
evision sets available on campus,
Philosophy
200
and the quality of speakers in
Psychology 240
chapel.
TUESDAY, JAN. 21
Change Values
8:00 A. M.
In their rebuttal, the affirmaBiology 311
tive team felt that the number
Education 231*
of persons who would attend a
Government 219
lecture series should not be the
Physics 221
prime factor in voting for or
Psychology 350
against it.
Secretarial 215 (Libbey)
Neither should the tastes of
Speech 221
the majority decide exclusively
1:15 P. M.
who is to participate. A lecture
Education 346
series should attempt to change
Physics 100
student values, not merely go
Physics 271
along with them.
Psychology 201
Cite Bond Of Communication
Secretarial 113 (Libbey)
Also cited was the bond of
(MWF 4:00)
communication formed between WEDNESDAY, JAN. 22
a "live" performer and his audi8:00 A. M.
ence which television cannot proBiology 339
vide.
English 231
Chairman for the evening was
French 131
Richard Grentzenberg.
MaryFrench 363
Ellen Crook served as timer.
History 227
Prof. Robert Berkehnan, Miss
Sociology 315
Frances Hess, and Joanne TrogSpeech 211
ler acted as judges.
1:15 P. M.
History 104
Mathematics 101
Chemistry Contest
Secretarial 113 (Libbey)
(MWF 3:05)
Opens For College

Undergraduates

Sociology 241

Speech 245
THURSDAY, JAN. 23
8:00 A. M.
Biology 411
Chemistry 421
Economics 301
English 311
Geology 101
Government 332
Phys. Educ. 328W
Sociology 411
1:15 P. M.
English 100
3:30 P. M.
Economics 401

The 1958 contest in colloid and
surface chemistry among college
undergraduates has been announced by the University of
Southern California. The contest
is sponsored by the Continental
Oil Co. of Houston, Tex., and I
Ponca City, Okla., and is now in
its second year.
Students of chemistry and
chemical engineering in all ac-.
credited colleges and universities in the United States and
Canada are eligible if they are
full - time
undergraduates
on
April 1.
Mayoralty
Present Report
(Continued from page one)
A 5000-word report on re- Council if they continue to show
search conducted by the contest- a lack of common courtesy in
ant in the fields of colloid or sur- this matter.
face chemistry or an essay on Appoint Larson
"Radioactive Isotopes in Colloid
Richard Larson has been apand Surface Chemistry" may be pointed to assist Dean of Men
submitted for a $500 first prize, Walter H. Boyce with the annual
$200 second prize, $100 third bridge tournament.
prize, or honorable mention prizes of $50.
Ritz Theatre
In addition an excellence prize
WED. - THURS.
of $500 may also be awarded to
Gary Cooper, Ingrid Bergman
the best entry if it satisfies ex"SARATOGA TRUNK"
ceptionally high standards.
Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall
Obtain Entry Blanks
"THE BIG SLEEP"
Entry blanks may be obtained
FRI. - SAT.
Gregory Peck, Lauren Bacall
immediately from Prof. K. J.
Mysels at the University of "A DESIGNING WOMAN"
Southern California, Los Angeles John Casacides, Sidney Boilier
"EDGE OF THE CITY"
7. Calif. Awards will be anSUN. - MON. - TUES.
nounced and distributed by Jack Lsmmon, Mickey Rooney
anonymous judges by Septem- "OPERATION MADBALL"
ber 2.
"THE YOUNG DON'T CRY"

Speech 405
FRIDAY, JAN. 24
8:00 A. M.
German 101
Psychology 311
Spanish 101
1:15 P. M.
French 101
Mathematics 201
Mathematics 301
Religion 326
Sociology 401
SATURDAY. JAN. 25
8:00 A. M.
Chemistry 213
Economics 315
English 241
History 215
1:15 P. M.
Cultural Heritage 301
3:30 P. M.
Health 101M
Health 101W
MONDAY, JAN. 27
8:00 A. M.
Biology 231
Chemistry 315
Economics 331
Geology 411 (Carnegie)
Government 427
History 231
Latin 103
Physics 355
Spanish 323
1:15 P. M.
Chemistry 105
Economics 339
Education 343
Government 339
Mathematics 100
Music 201
Phys. Educ. 309M
Psychology 410
Secretarial 113 (Libbey)
(MWF 1:15)
TUESDAY, JAN. 28
8:00 A. M.
Economics 321
•English 334
French 141
Geology 203
German 421
History 315
Philosophy 303
Physics 331
Spanish 111

Carnival Court
(Continued from page one)
The Queen and her Court will
preside over all other Carnival
activities, and will be formally
presented at the dance Saturday
evening.

STRAND

Government 100
Sociology 100
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 29
8:00 A. M.
French 103
German 201
Latin 201
Spanish 103
1:15 P. M.
Biology 221
Chemistry 401
Economics 100
English 401
French 207
Geology 213
History 225
Physics 474
Spanish 211
THURSDAY, JAN. 30
8:00 A. M.
English 201
10:15 A. M.
Cultural Heritage 401
1:15 P. M.
Biology 211
English 119
Physics 371

Principals Consider
Entrance Standards
At Campus Meeting
Bates will be host to the annual
meeting of the Maine Principals
Association from 10:30 a. m.
Monday. The main purpose of the
conference will be to consider
the advanced placement program
sponsored by the College Entrance Examination Board.
David Dudley, who is now
working with the CEEB, will explain the program which is designed to have certain high
school courses accepted as college credit, when the student enters, his freshman year.
I.indholm Represents Bates
Milton L. Lindholm will represent Bates at this meeting with
the other accredited Maine colleges also sending delegates.
Members of the educational policies commission of the Maine
Principals Association as well as
other secondary school principals in Maine will also attend.
Edward F. Ireland, headmaster
of Gould Academy in Bethel, will
chairman the program.
iv E NOW
E M PI R
^PLAYING

Thursday - Saturday

FRANK SINATRA
in "Pal Joey"
THUR. - FRI. - SAT.

"Street Of Sinners"
George Montgomery

"Girl In
Black Stockings"

"AllKRNE D

•"•JR>GIKE"
OHHK JOHNS • CAX1RW1 MUOUH
BU THOMKO* Mm »cCO»IUC«
AN RKO HAOIO PICIUBC

Lex Barker
Sunday - Wednesday

I Was A
Teenage Frankenstein
Phyllis Coates

"Blood Of Dracula"
Sandra Harrison

SUN. - MON. - TUES.
I

P*r»mounl Pintnlt

! lews

••••mnyHwr..

$•
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President Phillips Cites Carnival Engages Saterialle For
Need For Raising Tuition 'Olympian Twilight' Dance Music

By HOWIE KUNREUTHER
"All of us need more scientific training irrespective of our
careers," stressed President Charles F. Phillips in his traditional Chapel speech to the students Friday.

Return Engagement
Consists Of Requests

In recent years we have pushed *dents can borrow from locai
science and math out of our high banks at low interest rates." A
school studies while (he Russian similar plan has been proposed
youths take extensive required for Maine and should be easily
courses in all of these fields. It passed before long by the state
certainly is true that "we need legislature.
more people who go into science Disagrees with Denison Professor
as a career," noted the president,
Our scholarship fund at Bates
but at the same time it is a mis- has increased from $30,000 five
take to assume that all of us years ago to $64,000 today.
should become scientists.
Foundations, corporations, and
Today we still need workers in gifts from alumni supply these
other areas and it is desirable funds.
that all of us receive a broad
Discussing the nature of colbackground.
lege ' students, he cited a recent
Considers Tuition Increase
Time magazine article in which
Dealing with the financial a professor from Denison College
question at Bates, the speaker in Ohio described the typical
accounted for the rise in tuition student as self - centered, selfnext fall, at the same time an- oriented and unconcerned about
nouncing that wc would probably altering things.
see similar increases during the
Phillips felt that this professor
next few years.
misinterpreted college students
The need to raise academic since a typical one "is concerned
salaries to a position comparable | with what is going on in the
to those of other professions, as world and would like to spend
well as the higher costs of time changing things," as can be
running a college necessitate this evidenced at Bates by reading an
move.
issue of the STUDENT. Makes Small Increases
Must Use "King's English"
Phillips asserted, however, that
The speaker re-emphasized
Bates is trying to keep its ex- concern of the faculty over inpenses as low as possible through terrelating courses and having
the use of a cost-control system. them affect each other. ConseRather than make big increases quently use of the "King's Engevery once in a while, we feel lish" will be taken into considerthat it is better "to make jumps ation when evaluating all examimore frequently but as small as nation papers.
possible."
Noting the increased competiPhillips referred to the recent tion to get into colleges and to
adoption in Massachusetts of a stay there, Phillips urged stuloan plan through which "stu- dents to prepare carefully for

"Olympian Twilight" will feature the music of Freddie Saterialle and his orchestra. The semiformal dance, one of the highlights of the Carnival weekend,
will take place February 1 in the
Alumni Gymnasium.
The formal presentation of the
Queen and her Court will be one
of the main events of the evening.
Plays At Colleges
Saterialle, a graduate of Boston College in the class of 1950,
has played at numerous colleges,
among them Tufts University,
Bowdoin College, St. Anselms,
the University of New Hampshire, Boston University, and
Brandeis University, and has
made several appearances at
Bates.
Enjoying a long list of engagements, his orchestra has accomFreddie Saterialle
panied such well-known entertainers as Jerry Vale, Patti Page,
Tony Bennett, and the Gaylords.
One of the home bands at the
"Totem Pole," they have also
played at the Hampton Beach
Discussion at the weekly meet- tion from the treasury toward
Casino.
The music will, for the most ing of Student Government cen- some campus fund or project.
A committee was appointed to
part, consist of requests made tered on attempts to make better
revise the Betty Bates Book
prior to the dance. Further de- use of the Women's Union.
Proposals include obtaining ad- which is sent to incoming freshtails on this will be posted.
ditional facilities, planning more men and to prepare it for publimid-year examinations. He added open houses, and generally mak- cation.
that since it is increasingly diffi- ing it easier for students to enStu-G is interested in learning
cult for a student who flunks out joy themselves in the Union. Un- oi "gripes" which students may
of one college to gain admission der consideration is the possibil- | have on which Stu-G or Stu-C
to another the first chance at a ity of purchasing a television set can take action. These complaints
college education is usually the for use in the Union.
may be registered through inlast.
Also discussed was a contribu- dividual house meetings.

Stu-G Proctors Propose Ideas
For Utilizing The Women's Union

Test your
personality
\H ainffc necegsazify- sol)
YES

1. Do you find the dimensions of a parallelogram more
intriguing than those of an hour-glass figure?...

NO

CD

2. Do you believe that your studies should be allowed
to interfere with your social life?
3. Do you call off a movie date with the campus doll
because somebody tells you the film got bad reviews?
4. Do you think anything beats rich tobacco flavor and
smooth mildness in a cigarette? _
_

CD
_

CD CD

5. Do you believe two coeds in your brother's class
are worth one in yours?
_
_..._
6. Do you feel that your college's dating rules are too lenient?
7. Do you prefer smoking "fads" and "fancies"
to a real cigarette?
8. Do you avoid taking your date to a drive-in movie because
you don't want her to feel she's a captive audience?

K. J. BtyMMl Tobacco OoniPHTly,
Wln«um- Salem. N. C

If you answered "No" to all questions, you obviously
smoke Camels — a real cigarette. Only1 6 or 7 "No"
answers mean you better get on to Camels fast. Fewer
than 6 "No's" and it really doesn't matter what you
smoke. Anything's good enough!

But if you want to enjoy smoking as never before,
switch to Camels. Nothing else tastes so rich, smokes
so mild. Today more people smoke Camels than
any other cigarette. The best tobacco makes the
best smoke. Try Camels and you'll agree!

Have a reaj cigarette- have a CdlTIG!
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Editorials
It's Your Choice
Bates students have the opportunity today to prove that
their concern over the "cultural barrenness" of the college
is sincere and that they are willing to go to bat for their
ideas. The pros and cons of an extended George Colby Chase
Lecture Series have been presented during the past week.
Today you are asked to vote on (1) whether or not you believe in the values promoted by such a program and (2)
whether or not you are willing to support it financially.
We believe that a lecture and concert series is needed at
Bates as an integral part of one's education. This program,
planned with the assistance of students, would include both
lecturers and musicians, with occasional special programs,
appealing to varied student interests.
This series would consist of four programs at intervals
throughout the year, rather than one each week for a month
as in the President's Series. While possible conflicts with
hour exams could not be totally eliminated, the schedule
would be more flexible than the one-a-week type. We would
hope that once such a schedule were established professors
would keep these dates in mind when assigning papers and
exams.
The proposed series cannot be financed by means already available. The increase in tuition has been made
for specific reasons and is already carefully allocated.
Endowments for any purpose are not easily obtained.
Money for this must be obtained by an additional assessment; whether it is called "tuition" or "student activities
fee" makes little difference. Failure to secure additional
funds could mean the end of concerts and lectures here.
We do not feel that the $5 which has been suggested is excessive. Tickets for individual appearances of good speakers
and entertainers cost at least half this amount. And what
would $5 per year mean on an individual basis for the student? The equivalent of one cup of coffee or two juke box
selections a week, or of two cartons of cigarettes!
Not all students would attend every program nor would
they benefit equally from them. But do all students benefit
equally from other parts of the student activities tee, by attending all athletic events and debates and by participating
actively in all organizations? The activities fee is a reciprocal
arrangement which enables each group to receive the support of others, in return for its support of their activities, and
to plan events on a determined budget. Should not the same
principle be applied here?
Perhaps you feel that such cultural opportunities as are afforded by TV and radio (despite the sparcity of good programs and the frequency of commercials) and by Bowaoin
lectures and concerts (despite the necessity of traveling 35-40
miles to attend) are sufficient. Perhaps you feel that Bates
has no need of such programs or that you would rather spend
your money elsewhere. If so, be prepared to back up your
opinions with a firm negative vote on the ballot.
If, however, you feel that individual students and the college as a whole can benefit from a series of lectures and concerts by top-rate individuals, cast your ballot with equal
firmness and sincerity for this proposal. And if you are willing to do your part in bringing such a program into existence,
authorize the Trustees to add the necessary $5 to the student
activities fee.
It's your choice. Take a minute to vote one way or the
other on each question. Let's not defeat this proposal by
apathy. Have the courage of your convictions to show
the Trustees and the committee definitely where you
stand!

Hates Hiytwimf
EDITORIAL STAFF
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Irene Frye '58
MANAGING EDITOR
SENIOR ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Catherine Jarvis '58
Anne Ridley '58
ASSOCIATE EDITORS Christopher Ives' 58, Howard Kunreuther "59
NEWS EDITORS
Louis Brown '59, Philip Gushee '60
Michael Powers '59, Dorothy Sibley '59
FEATURE EDITOR
James Parham "59
ASSOCIATE FEATURE EDITOR
Roger H. Allen '60
SPORTS EDITOR
Edwin Gilson '58
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITORS
Norman Clarke '59, Richard Paveglio '60
EXCHANGE EDITOR
Barbara Madsen '58
MAKE-UP EDITOR
Marcia Bauch '59
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS
Marie Blunda '59, Judith Perley '58
BUSINESS MANAGER
Fred Greenman '58
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Walter Neff '59
CIRCULATION MANAGERS Elaine Hanson '60, Elizabeth Morse "60
Faculty Consultant — Dr. John C. Donovan
Published weekly at Chase Hall. Bates College, during the college year. Tel.
4-8021 (Sundays only). Printed at the Auburn Free Press. 90 Main Street.
Auburn. Entered as second-class matter at the Lewlston Post Office Jan 30,
1013. under the act of Mar. 3. 1879. A member of the Associated Collegiate Press.

Vet Voodlt*
Congratulations
and
best
wishes to engaged Gail Larocque
'58 and George Schroder '57;
Joyce Conant '58 and Peter Lovejoy of Littleton, Mass.; Joanne
Trogler 58 and Grant Reynolds
'57; Jean Hemingway '58 and
John Tolman; Joan Appleby '58
and Andy Holmstrem; Jane
Reinelt '58 and Stanley Brown;
Connie Morissette and Paul Gastonguay '58; Beverly Toppan '58
and 2nd Lt. Richard Gardner,
USAF; Marjorie Koppen '58 and
Cook Anderson '58; Alice Gerrish
and Ronald Walden '58; Marilyn
Macomber '59 and Christopher
Ives '58; Margaret Lee Sanford of
Springfield, Mass., and Michael
Arenstam '59; Valarie Clark '61
and Ralph Bixler '60; and Judy
Shermeta '60 and Clark Jones of
Colby.
It was great seeing Norman Levine. Carol Stanley.
Bill Cupit, Art Agnos, and
James Sutherland back on
campus.
Just who was holding whose
hand, Mac.
That was quite a big splash
you made over vacation.
Norm. Even got a big writeup in the Quincy paper, no
less.
Little things like bullion cubes
can even cause those wished-for
dark moments for one dorm.
You never know where
you can land up, right. New
York bus riders?
One junior girl was in no hurry
to leave for vacation. Much to her
Surprise she succeeded in getting
herself locked in Roger Bill in
the wee late hours of the afternoon.
Watch out for your legs,
girls!!

Cercle Francais Expands,
Includes Culture And Fun

French Club officers, (1. to r.) Vicky Daniels, Linda Swanson,
and Henry Morozumi plan club program.
Instead of the usual last min"Bonjour monsieurs. Comment
ute effort of the officers to preca vaj?"
Due to a current upswing in pare entertainment, the members
the popularity of the oral French themselves have participated in
courses, the above greeting is be- the larger part of the meetings.
coming commonplace in corridors This has included a very interestthroughout Bates College. One of ing skit during the Christmas
the most ardent organizations meeting, and much more group
promoting this enthusiasm is the participation at other meetings.
"Cercle
Francais,"
commonly ' Making this possible is the maximum attendance of from 25
known as the French Club.
to 30 students per meeting.
Membership Increases
During the past year member- , students. Professors Entertain
ship in the club has increased
The function of "le Cercle" is
with such unexpectedness that to give the average student an
many of the refreshment com- opportunity to express himself in
mittees for these meetings have French. All minutes of previous
been rushed to meet demands. meetings are read entirely in
Credit for this increase should go .French, but the French used
to Henry Morozumi, "le presi-, throughout the meeting is neither
dent," who, along with French I lQo difficult for the beginner, nor
Club Advisor Robert Seward
. .
_
.
, , .
j .i
.. _ *
.__ too trite for it
the advanced student,
and other members of lt
the language department, has put much Many of the meetings are musi(Continued on page five)
personal effort into its function.

History Of Hathorn Hall
Shows School's Progress

Biggest display of feat in years.
It takes a keen person to tumble
with grace and refinement down
a flight of library steps. (No, it
By PETE SKELLEY
wasn't a cartload of books reJust over a hundred years ago,
sponsible for the crash last
the cornerstone of Hathorn Hall,
week.)
the heart of the Bales campus,
Do away with old-fashionwas laid. On that great day,
ed light switches. Adopt the
September 1, 1857, the Maine
new "Cheney" method of
State Seminary opened the doors
jumping on a designated
of Hathorn to 83 men and 54 wospot of the floor above. The
men. A prayer of thankfulness
famous Richoux method!!
and hope for the future of the
"Third and final call for the school came from the heart and
to the lips of the Rev. Oren B.
1000 mile run."
Cheney, the principal, as he saw
Now that the "boys" in
his vision shaping into reality afRussell House have proven
ter years of preparation, pleadtheir abilities at cooking
ing, and sacrifice.
pizzas and cakes, it's up to
It takes its name from the Hathe "girls" to see if they can
thorns, who lived on a farm in
do as well.
Woolwich, across the Kennebec
from Bath. They were not wealthy people, but were devoted to
their church and to Christian
RIGHT AND TIGHT BEFORE service.
A CULTCH EXAM
Accident Mars Building
The laying of the cornerstone
Whee! Epithetical ships with eswas a gala occasion with a pasential beaks
streak through and to who knows rade of 5,000 marching from the
center of the town of Lewiston
why
Democritus postulated retrogres- (population 8,000) to the cite of
the new school. Included were
sive paradoxes
Pre-Socratics Eleatics squealing bands, fire companies, children
from all grades of public schools,
at us all is flux
clergymen of various denominaHereclietus had phlebitis I say tions, members of the Lewlston
how bout you
Water Power Company (which
briefly with three illustrations
had donated the land), townspeosignificance magnificence of ox- ple, trustees and invited guests.
ide Hera
By June, 1857, the outside
Libations, emandations, correc- work including the cupola, was
tions and editions?
finished. One accident did occur.
be trendy know the major minors. The central timber of the truss
Bonnie
work broke, allowing a 30 foot

portion of the third floor to fall
through to the first. Three men
were injured and another died a
short time later.
Donates Bell
Dr. Cheney "persuaded" a Mr.
Jonathan Davis to contribute
$500 for the purchase of a cleartoned, half-ton bell. The inscription reads "Maine State Seminary. Presented by Jonathan
Davis of Webster, 1857."
At the opening of the seminary,
recitations were held on the first
and third floors. There was also a
small chapel where religious exexcises were held twice daily.
(Because of financial difficulties
and the intervening Civil War,
the larger chapel on the second
floor was not finished for 13
years.) After each service, the
day's mail was distributed.
Describes Campus
When George Colby Chase became the second president, the
surroundings possessed little resemblance to the well-kept campus of today. There were farmhouses nearby, the grounds were
treeless and ungraded, and for
many years the campus was a
hayfield, mowed • twice a summer with hand scythes. "Uncle
Johnny" Stanton planted many
of the tall old elms now standing.
On March 2, 1881, a fire was
extinguished, after a strenuous
hour and a half, by a brigade of
students with buckets and help
from the fire department. Total
(Continued on page five)
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*76e (facfoi Sonnet
By FRED GRAHAM
There is nothing better to my
way of thinking than to come in
out of the cold New England
weather and prop your feet up on
the old pot-bellied stove and set
a spell.
Now, this place of ours isn't
much different from any old
country store in these parts.
There's the cracker barrel, the
stove, and the coffee grinder.
Look over there, will you, at
those darned kids stealing candy.
Hey. you there, get your hand
out of that jar!
Solve World Problems
We men-folk like to come here
most every day and talk a bit.
Did you know that we solve all
the world's problems here, but
those "Joes" down to Washington
don't listen a hoot to us; they
just keep on passing the laws and
raising the taxes.
Well! you see it's high time
somebody listened to us. It
hain't going to do us much good
to talk it up amongst ourselves
less someone hears us. So I says
to myself, I'll just set myself
down and spout a bit.
Sets Awhile
Now, acorse, I cain't say everything I've got to in one setting,
so I guess I'll jest say a mite
about this here community we're
liven in. I'll be sayen more and
more important things, come
some more weeks, too.
This here community we got is
like most Massachusetts and
Maine towns — you know. Well,
I gess you don't after all now, do
ye? We like things the way they
are. We don't like people trying
to disrupt what we're doing.
Spend Missing Money
These foreigners come and try
to change things. Why, do you
know that they expect us to go
and change things we've been
doing for years. We wouldn't be
doin 'em ifen they weren't good.
What was good for old uncle
Johnnie is good enough for me!
I like the old ways best; everybody knew where they stood.
I was readen in the city paper
the other day that the fellers in
the government spend money
they haint got. Now what a

See Our
BEAUTIFUL SILVER
AND CHINA SELECTIONS

TTtmuTlo&n
JEWELER
81 Lisbon Street

' Lewiston

dumm thing that is! How can
they spend what they haint got?
Youngsters Rebel
We here believe that you got
to save. What you goin to do after you go and spent all your
money, then you haint goen to
have anything to show for it!
Haint that silly? You got to save!
We don't like all the newfangled things that the youngfolk come up with these days —
I don't know where they learn
em. Why when I was a youngster
— Well! you know all about it,
you was brought up that way too.
Tow Mark
We didn't get away with what
they do, we had to tow the mark,
we did. I guess we're losing sight
of the old ways; that's all there
is to it.
When I was a young feller we
all went to the same church. Now
we haint intollerant or anything,
it was just that we all agreed and
all went there and tried to keep
it that way.
Always Disagree
Well! there's always somebody
that's got to be different. You
know the kind, haint satisfied
with what's tried and proven.
They don't really disagree with
ye, jest got to be different.
Well! we really haint so bad,
we jest feel there are some things
you don't do. You know what I
mean don't ye?
Gives Preview
I jest wanted to give ye a bit
of a look at us this first time,
soes when I come to set a spell
next week, you'll know what
we're like in this community
and soes you'll know why we're
right. We got to be, we've been
right for years.
Hey! you there, get your
darned hand out of that jar! Hey!

Le Cercle Francais
(Continued from page four)
cal, with occasional ballads or
folk songs performed by a student or professor.
At a recent meeting, for example, Professor Seward gave a
very interesting demonstration of
French provincial dress and mannerisms. Particularly amusing
was the fact that Professor Seward went so far in this as to
wear the very wooden shoes
(sabots) so customary in the various regions of France.
Promotes "Foreign Relations"
Through these and other means
the French Club maintains a
!cse contact with the French
• :iv-e, its people, and their
"•♦ive country, Madame Carre, a
native of France and a member

Luiggi's Pizzeria
— Features —

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
To Eat Here and to Take Out
Telephone 2-0701
Corner Horton and Sabatius Streets
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

Sectioning Committee Upsets
Student Plans, Clears Confusion
By HANNAH FAULKNER
»
Perhaps you have complained
about being saddled with an unwanted 7:40 section of a class.
You had signed up for a 9:30
class in English or math and
were quite disappointed upon receiving the class section at this!
earlier hour.
"Why does this have to happen," you moan, "when my
schedule was so perfect?"
Requires Special Section
Here's why, and after thinking
about it a while, you may feel
more sympathetic towards your
7:40. If it were not for the Sectioning Committee, who, after
thoughtful deliberation, placed
you in this class, some student
might be deprived of taking a
Sectioning Committee, (1. to r.) Professors Buschmann,
crucial course.
Examples are, Backgrounds of Avery. Redding, Jackman arrange next semester's schedules.
Literature, and Modern Physics, as well as General Zool- so that the number of students ly unequal, and the Committee
ogy, given only at this par- an instructor has to contend with works strenuously during the
ticular time. The Committee's at one time is fairly balanced in weeks immediately preceding the
new semester. If 12 students
simple change of your schedule the interests of both.
want
to enroll in one section and
Consider
Convenience
allows the student who needs a
Convenience to the students is 60 in another, you can see the
9:30 English class because of
other obligations to remain there. painstakingly considered. Those stretch of labor which lies ahead
with campus jobs such as meal, of the Sectioning Committee.
Balance Classes
office, infirmary, or library work
In some colleges, there is no
The eight faculty members on are allowed precedence in the sectioning committee. If too
the Sectioning Committee put in choice of class sections. Those many students register for a
a great deal of time making up a who commute from Auburn and course planned for one hour, the
schedule which will be agreeable Rumford are allowed class time last few are automatically
to all. Their task is tremendous. suited to their limited schedules. dropped and no effort is made to
The main chore is to equalize
Certain professors, such as rearrange their schedule so that
the sections of each department those in the speech department,! they are able to take that course.
Thus, it is not every college
of our French department, is a require an even number in each
section for classwork. This need which has faculty members willvery active supporter of the ormust be complied with.
ing to work hard providing to
ganization, and through her and
each student a satisfactory
French exchange students here Drop Students
Sign-ups for courses are usual- schedule.
on the Bates campus, an active
interest in French is kept alive.
This March, in order to promote "foreign relations," the
(Continued from page four)
his fall. Next day they waited,
French Club will co-sponsor a damages were $1,466.80, but only full af anticipation. Nothing hapdance in Chase Hall with the one day of recitations was lost.
pened, but suddenly from the
German Club. Because of in- Cites Improvements
next room, there was a crash.
creased interest and membership.
The Hathorn Hall Chapel was During the night the janitor had
President Morozumi has an- in use until the new one was changed chairs.
nounced that the next meeting opened in 1914. President Chase
In 1907, a very successful masof the group will be in the men's cited the need for a new chapel, querade party, complete with
Commons, followed by an infor- for the present place was not
orchestra, was held, though
mal discussion.
"congenial to the worship."
dancing was not allowed at Bates
Coming Season Includes Variety
Further improvements were for another 15 years.
Highlights of the coming sea- subsequently made. In 1878 two Quotes Bulletin
son include quite a variety of smaller rooms on the third floor
A funeral service was held in
topics. On February 11 there will were joined to make a larger May, 1912, in the old chapel, for
be a Valentine party at the home math room for Professor Rand.
a senior who had drowned while
In 1890 the work in chemistry canoeing on the Androscoggin,
of Professor Seward. (In France
there isn't a St. Valentine's day, was tranferred to the new Hedge and a memorial service was held
but we have an annual exception Laboratory. After the physics in 1911 for a professor who had
and the biology departments committed suicide by drowning
here.)
In March a special program were moved to the Nichols Latin in the Androscoggin. But "old
will be presented including two School (now John Bertram), the Hathorn" will never forget the
natives of France now living in room they occupied was used as morning of February 24, 1926,
a library, until Coram Library when, before classes, Professor
Lewiston.
Hartshorn
was found dead,
The year's program will finally was opened in 1902.
slumped at his desk, glasses in
come to a close with the annual Pranksters Foiled
Another big expense about the one hand and in the other a copy
picnic at the home of Madame
same
time was caused by a group of "Paradise Lost."
Carre. This is one of the highof
thoughtless
students who shut
As Bates celebrates its centenlights of the entire season, and it
will be after a most enjoyable off the heat on a freezing night so nial in a few years, Hathorn Hall
year that we will finally bid "au that the steam pipes burst all will still dominate the scene, its
revoir" to this important seg- over the building. You guessed it fine proportions as pleasing to the
— the students were expelled.
eye, and its sweeping lines as upment of Bates society.
Pranks also had their fling in lifting to the spirit today as in its
those early years. One professor youth. A comment printed in the
enjoyed lecturing as be sat back "Bulletin" for 1907 read: "happy
in his chair in a precarious posi- | in its architecture and in spite of
tion. One night a group of stu- the half-century since its cordents sawed through the two nerstone was laid, still a beautiback legs of the chair to hasten ful building. May we hope that
in some way to the end of time
it will be by Bates men and
Bates women fondly cherished as
the place where in happy class
Sabattus Street
and college companionship they
have received from devoted
We Serve The Best
teachers the great lessons of
133 Lisbon - Corner Ash truth, duty, and life."

History Of Hathorn Hall
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Bobcats Trip Maine, Post 4-2 Record
'Cats Beat Black Bears, 61-57;
Bowdoin Hands Callender, Feld Lead Scorers
Hoopsters First The Garnet got back into their starter was John Hooper and the
ways last Saturday by lanky center did all right for
Series Defeat winning
taking a rather close 61-57 deci- himself. Although he only scored
After leading through most of
the ball game, the Bobcats fell
By ED GILSON
behind midway through the secIntramurals are activities which do not appear in big head- ond half and came out on the
lines but nevertheless they provide much interest and parti- short end of a 58-57 score to
Bowdoin in a game played the
cipation to Bates men.
day before Christmas vacation.
To provide for even greater incentive than just playing for The one-point defeat ended a
the fun of it, a point system has been set np so as to determine three-game winning streak and
,the overall Intramural Dorm Championship come the end of left the Garnet in a tie with
Colby at the end of the first
the year.
round of State Series competiPoints are provided for winners of each League and are tion. Both teams had 2-1 Series
likewise distributed according to various positions a dorm has records.
Bowdoin trailed by as much as
finished in at the end of the particular sport season.
seven points in the first half of a
The point standings are listed below but you can see with
slow, deliberate game which put
basketball and softball still remaining, the championship is the emphasis on defense. The
still a long way away for any one dorm.
Bobcats moved into a quick 11-4
lead but Bowdoin wasn't done
OVERALL INTRAMURAL STANDINGS
yet. They came back slowly and
•
Intercollegiate Touch
by halftime had narrowed the
Football
Football Volleyball Total margin to 30-29.
A
B
C
A B
7 188 Smith Paces Polar Bears
14
42 35 50 40
Roger Bill
With Dick Smith leading the
38
26 15 21 31 40 171
East Parker
way
in the second half the Polar
162
50
32
31
John Bertram
15
34
20 32 16 25
93 Bears got their first lead at 47-46
Smith South
15
91 and from then on were never
5
18 10 43
West Parker
90 headed although their biggest
50
5
14 10
Smith North
11
7 22
7
70 lead was only three points. From
4
30
Smith Middle
20
45 then on the Bears played a tight
.
25
Off-Campus
10 ....
.... ....
19 control game and in the last three
Garcelon - Russell
9
minutes did not make one field
goal attempt. They worked a
very good freeze that almost
backfired in the end.
Leading 56-53 and still holding
the ball, a steal by Jack O'Grady
cut the lead to a point and then
Defending Colby was back in men for the hosts and Gerry Gerry Feld and Smith traded a
the driver's seat in the State Feld had 12.
pair of foul shots to bring the
Series basketball chase after Nip-And-Tuck
score to the final count.
eking out a 58 to 57 victory over
There were five ties in the first 'Cats Victims Of Bad Breaks
Bates at Alumni Gym last week. half and the lead changed hands
The Garnet were in very good
The triumph gave the Mules, pulled away for a six-point
position
to pull it out in the closwho are seeking their eighth spread, on three occasions before
straight title, a 3-1 mark in Colby 27-21, after 17 minutes of ing seconds. They controlled a
league play and the loss dropped play. Bates caught the winners at jump ball with five seconds to go
the Bobcats into a second place 31 but a free throw by Nelson and Jon Whitten brought it down
tie with Bowdoin, an overtime gave the Mules the edge just be- court all alone except for Bowdoin's Dick Willey. Whitten miss53-47 winner over Maine in the fore intermission.
ed the shot as time ran out and
afternoon, at Brunswick.
Play was wild after intermisLee Williams' crew picked up sion and the clubs picked up only Willey ended upon the floor but
a slim 32-31 margin in a hard- two baskets between them in the no foul was called. It was only
fought first half and aach club first seven minutes before one of a number of bad breaks
picked up 26 points in the final settling down. It was Colby, 46-45 that could have saved the game
for the Garnet.
pressure-packed minutes.
at the 13 minute mark after four
ties and three changes and the Feld High Scorer For Bates
Hectic Finish
Smith took game scoring honSophs and reserves turned the battling 'Cats were never able to
ors with 21 points, nine from the
get
out
front
as
they
failed
to
tide in a hectic finish which saw
foul line while Willey had 13 and
the 'Cats nearly make up a five- cash in on fine opportunities unBrud Stover 12 for the Polar
der
their
own
basket.
point deficit in the final two
Bears. Gerry Feld with 15 was
Colby
had
a
20-17
margin
from
minutes after falling behind,
the floor and Bates picked up a high for the Bobcats with Bob
56-51.
Burke trailing with 12.
Colby sophomores Ed Marchet- 23-18 edge from the free throw
line
where
the
Mules
missed
ten
ti and Leon Nelson, the latter a
Pfeiffer
reserve, topped the Mules with chances and the Garnet 15. Per- DeMartine
14 points each and subs Grant sonal's were 25 on the winners Candelmo
Callender, c
Hendricks (8) and Bob Purdy (2) who lost Captain Larry Cud- Hooper
more Ton
Ruvo and Llovd Co
came up with timely floor pery
" B. Burke, g
11 17
hen on personals and 22 on the Whitten
1
1
formances.
losers who had Jim DeMartine O'Grady
2 4
Another sophomore, Ed Burke
Totals
17 23 57
draw his fifth before any of the
(6), picked up the winning marColby
32
26 — 58
Mules picked up their disqualifyBates
31
26 — 57
gin with a pair of free throws in
ing violation.
Gentile and Mahan. 2-20's.
the final seconds after Verne UlColby
•
broke
a
five-game
loslom's crew missed a chance to go
ahead. Bob Burke missed two ing string and is now 4-7.
The summary:
free throws with the score
G F P
56-55 and was called for travel- Colby
2 0 4
ing after grabbing a rebound on pJJd™ore'
1
0 2 Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
the s'.-conr] miss.
4 6
1
E. Burke
We specialize in
6
2 14
Captain Will Callender picked Nelson
BIRTHDAY CAKES
4
14
Marchetti,
c
5
up a bucket just before the final
and
Nerl
0 0 0
whistle m Colby players gave RUV0> g
1
1
3
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
him room in order to avoid a j Hendricks
2 4 8
For Parties
2
3
7
three-point play and a possible Cohen
0
Hunt
0
0
Delivery Upon Request
tie.
Totals
20 18 58
54 Ash Street
Callender (Id) and Burke (17), Bates
G F P
11 of them free throws, were high pe)fj f
5
2 12 T

Colby Trips Bates, 58-57;
Mules Capture Series Lead

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

sion from the University of
Maine at Orono. Although the
score was close throughout the
game the Bobcats were in complete control and were only
threatened twice in the second
half.
. The victory made Bates 4-2 for
the season and 3-2 in the State
Series with their next Series encounter tonight against Bowdoin
in the Alumni Gym. Maine, in
losing, is 1-7 overall and 1-4 in
Series competition. They meet
Colby tonight in another Series
engagement.
Seesaw First Half
The Bobcats scored first on a
tip-in by Will Callender but the
Black Bears came right back and
took a 7-4 lead and from then on
it was a seesaw contest through
the first half until with about
three minutes to go the Bobcats
went into a press and trotted off
the floor with their best lead to
that time, 33-26.
Moving into the second half
Bates continued to control the
game. The Bears made their first
threat after about seven minutes
were gone as they rebounded on
the shooting of Tom Seavey to
pull within two points, 42-40. But
the Garnet sent home two quick
scores and were back out of danger, 46-40.
From then on a couple of
fast breaks broke the Bear's
back as Bob Burke went
in all alone once and Callender
sent home a short jump shot to
keep Maine out of reach. They
scored two baskets in a row with
about two minutes to go but
couldn't get close enough to really make a threat.
Bears Fight Back
Twice in the second half the
Bobcats built up nine point leads
and they looked as if they might
turn it into a runaway but Maine
cut it down even though they
could never get into the lead.
For the Bobcats a surprise
YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

one point he pulled down a
couple of rebounds and moved
well. Both he and Gerry Feld
played such good defense that
they got their hands on a couple
of Maine shots and deflected
them into the Maine goal.
Callender, Feld Lead Scorers
Captain Callender was high
man for the Garnet with 17
points followed by Feld with 15
and Burke and Jim DeMartine,
10 apiece. Center Maurice Dore
tallied 13 with nine from foul
line to lead the Pale Blue scoring. Seavey followed with 12,
mostly on long one-handers and
Dudley Coyne trailed with 12.
The Bates margin of victory
was at the foul line where they
connected on 19 of 30 attempts.
Maine, on the other hand, came
through with 15 for 23.

WAA Finals:
VolleyballGame
This Afternoon
The final game of the volleyball season is scheduled for this
afternoon at 4:00. This game will
be a playoff between Rand and
winner of Monday's game, Smurd
I, with Wilson - Mitchell. The
three teams which tied for fourth
place are: Cheney, MillikenChase, and Frye. Hacker-Whittier-Town and Smurd II finished
in last place.
At the last WAA Board meeting plans were discussed for Betty Bates Night and Health Week.
The chairman of the activity is
Judith Granz.
Inter-dorm basketball season
will start at the beginning of second semester. Barbara Johnson is
the manager of the season.
The WAA - physical education
department ski trip is scheduled
for Tuesday and Wednesday,
February 11 and 12.

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents
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Garnet Thinclads Drub UNH, 81-45
Bobkittens Drop
Contest To UNH
Frosh, 74-73

Trackmen Face
Tough Track Foe
At Northeastern

Right in the last minute of play
in last week's Colby-Bates basketball preliminary at the Bates
Alumni Gym, New Hampshire
Frosh and Bates Jayvees were
matched all even in goals, fouls
and points, 73-73. Charley Brodt
of the visiting Wildcate converted a free throw to separate the
rivals and make an overtime unnecessary.
The Bobkittens of Bates had
held an eight point lead at the
half but Brodt's clinching point
accounted for a New Hampshire
margin of nine in the last half
as the guest club came out from
under.
Frank Vana of Bates was game
high scorer, his 20 points representing one more than Fisher's
for the victors.
Box score:
UJ*.H. Froih
G F P
T. Clark, f
0 0 0
Bridge
2
1
5
Hurlbut
0
1
1
Herrick
3 2 8
Banks
5
6 16
2
1
5
MacDonald, c
2
1
5
Eustis
7
5 19
Fisher
D. Clark
0
0 0
1
3 5
Wotton, g
2
4 8
Brodt
0
0 0
Maxwell
0 2
1
Zolubus
25 24 74
Totals
Bates Jayvees
G F P
2 16
7
Hohenthal, f
6
8 20
Vana
2 4
1
Papouchis
0 0
0
Small
2
4 8
Johnson, c
0 2
1
Ricker
b 19
7
Zering, g
4
2
1
Brown
0
0 0
Curry
0 0 0
Mechako
25 23 73
Totals

Fresh from an opening win
over the University of New
Hampshire, the Bates track team
travels to Boston to oppose
Northeastern University to round
out track activity before finals.
Meets Always Close
Coach Slovenski predicts that
the meet will be very close, following the general trend over the
last six meets between these two
rivals. Never has one team won
by a greater margin than six
points.
Smith Last Year's Hero
Last year's meet was won by
the Bobcats 55 %-55%, in a closely contested encounter which was
not decided until the varsity relay that evening in Boston Garden. Northeastern led 55V4-50%
at the close of the events in the
"Huskies" cage. However, the
mile relay team paced by Rudy
Smith's
long-to-be-remembered
anchor run gave the winning
margin to Bates.
Huskies Hit By Graduation
Northeastern will be hampered
by the loss of two of their biggest stars from last year, Charley
Miller, who was the New England 220 yard dash champion,
and Tom Lacey, winner of both
the mile and 1000 yard run in
last year's meet. Returning, however, will be Dowing in the
broad jump and low hurdles,
Spencer, a good miler and twomiler, and Rollins in the 600 yard
dash.
Bates will pin its hopes on
those competers who starred in
the meet against New Hampshire,
and the great depth that Coach
Slovenski has in the field events
and short distances.
'Cats Seek To Extend Streak
The Bates-Northeastern meet
will be worth taking in by anyone in the Boston area on Saturday, as the Bobcats attempt to
roll their streak of wins in dual
meet competition still further.
Northeastern will attempt to
avenge the two defeats in winter
and spring track that the thinclads dealt them last year.

INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE
Jan. 17—6:30—League A
Garcelon-Russell vs. East
Jan. 17—7:45—League B
JB vs. West
Feb. 3—6:30—League C
Off-Campus vs. RB
Feb. 3—7:45—League A
JB vs. Smith North
Feb. 5—6:30—League B
East vs. Smith North
Feb. 5—7:45—League C
West vs. Smith South

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE
Tel. 4-7326
Call and Delivery

INCORPORATED

Co-Captain Bill Neuguth clears last high hurdle in race to the finish line to capture first
place in his favorite event. Bob Erdman is a close second and Dave Stewart follows in
third place.
By PAUL GAREY

I Bill Neuguth. The highjump saw
The Garnet track squad opened a 3 way first place tie between
their 1958 indoor season here j Bates' Douglas, Pete Gartner and
Saturday with an 81-45 win over ! Dick LaPointe.
the University of New Hamp- Newcomers Show Promise
shire. U.N.H. became the 16th
Bright spots in what could bestraight team the "Slovenski- come a tough season for the Slomen" have decisioned.
venskimen include newcomers
Three meet records fell in the Lou Revizzio, first in the 300 and
afternoon's efforts. Co - captain second in the 600; Bob Erdman,
Jim Wheeler set the pace with a a threat in five events; Jeff Kenbig 142' 7" discus toss, breaking yon, fast improving 1000 yd.
Ed Holmes' 1954 record by 6 man; and weightman Larry Hubbard in the shotput.
inches.
J.V.'s Impressive In Loss
Fowler Steals Show
The Bates J.V.'s showed better
Arnold Fowler, New Hampshire's one man gang, broke two than average promise though losmeet records on his way to three ing to a U.N.H. junior aggregafirsts and a tie and a scoring tion 65-46. Don Bedard, U.N.H.
spree of 19 points. Fowler broke freshman, ran a fine 1.17.5 600 yd.
meet records in the 45 yd. low run, breaking the old meet rechurdles (5.7 sees.), and the 40 yd. ord. New Bobcat faces who may
dash (4.6 sees.). He garnered a be moving up include George
first in the broadjump, and tied Goodall, 600 and 300; Dewitt
with Bobcat ace Dave Erdman in Randall, distances; and weightman Ron Ally and "Fletch"
the polevault
Adams.
Actually the Cats gave little
The summary:
more than a promise of expected
Varsity
power as the New Hampshire
Discus — 1, Wheeler (B); 2,
men handicapped with poor win(NH); 3, Fresina (B).
ter practice facilities were odds- Swanson
Distance 142' 7".
makers' underdogs. Whether or
Mile Run — 1, Rasmussen
not the Cats can squeak by per- (NH); 2, Gardner (NH); 3, Turennially strong Northeastern on ner (B). Time 4:42.5.
Yd. Dash — 1, Fowler (NH);
Friday night is another question. 2, 40
Smith (B); 3, Blampied (NH).
Wheeler, Smith Pace Cats
Time 4.6.
Weights — 1, Fresina (B); 2,
Blue ribbon men who took two Wheeler
(B); 3, Taylor (B). Disirsts included Co-captain Wheel- tance 50' 5".
600 Yd. Run — 1, Smith (B);
•r, discus and shotput; middle
distance star Rudy Smith, 600 2, Revizzio (B); 3, Bates (B).
Time 1:15.9.
nd 1000 yd. runs; and U.N.H.'s
45 Yd. H Hurdles — 1, NeuJohn Rasmussen, mile and two guth (B); 2, Douglas (B); 3,
Stewart (B). Time 6.1 sec.
mile.
Broad Jump — 1, Fowler (NH);
The Garnet thinclads took four 2, Douglas (B); 3, Erdman (B).
sweeps in individual events as Distance 21' liy4".
Mile Run — Tie, Rowley and
they won 1-2-3 in the 35 lb
weight where Wheeler and Bill Rasmussen (NH); 3, Dube (B).
Time 10:49.6.
Taylor backed Co-captain and
Shot Put — 1, Wheeler (B); 2,
winner. John Fresina. In the 600 Burnham (NH); 3, Hubbard (B).
speedster Rudy Smith was fol- Distance 45' 11".
1000 Yd. Run — 1, Smith (B),
lowed by Lou Revizzio and Rog2, Kenyon (B); 3, Meyers (NH).
er Bates.
Time 2:24.4.
Pole Vault — Tie, Erdman (B)
In the 45 yd. low hurdles timFowler (NH); 3, Cook (NH);
bermen John Douglas and Dave and
Height 11' 6".
Stewart ran behind Co-captain
45 Yd. L. Hurdles — 1, Fowler

THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL

CLEANSERS & FU.iiit.,^

College Agent, Barbara Farnum

69 SABATTUS STREET

(NH); 2, Erdman (B); 3, Neuguth
(B). Time 5.7 sees.
High Jump — Tie (three way,
all Bates) Douglas, Lapointe,
Gartner. Height 5' 10".
300 Yd. Dash — 1, Revizzio
(B); 2, Keenan (B); 3, Purdy
(NH). Time 34.4.
Jr. Varsity
Discus — 1, Nason (NH); 2,
Adams (B); 3, Fowler (NH). Time
4:54.5.
40 Yd. Dash — 1, Livingston
(NH); 2, Josephson (NH); 3, Gerstein (B). Time 5.0 sees.
45 Yd. Hurdles — Won by
O'Connell (NH); no other places.
Time 7.5 sees.
600 Yd. Run — 1, Bedard (NH);
2, Goodall (B); 3, Wing (NH).
Time 1:17.5.
Weights — 1, Adams (B); 2,
Alley (B); 3, Ineson (NH). Distance 37' zyA".
45 Yd. Low Hurdles — 1,
no third. Time 6.1 sees.
O'Connell (NH); 2, Goodall (B);
Pole Vault — 1,
Shattuck
(NH); 2,. Beauchemin (B); no
third. Height 10' 6".
1,000 Yd. Run — 1, Randall
(B); 2, Fowler (NH); 3, Bedard
(NH). Time 2:37.6.
Shot Put — 1, Alley (B); 2,
Lindquist (NH); 3, Greatorey
(NH). Distance 43' 7".
High Jump — 1, Josephson
(NH) and Ineson (NH) (tie).
Height 5' 6".
Broad Jump — 1, Greenlaw
(B); 2, Ineson (NH); 3, Josephson
(NH). Distance 18 ' 7#".
800 Yd. Dash — 1, Goodall (B);
2, Wing (NH); 3, Keigwin (B). however, did not adhere to this
Time 35.7 sees.
rule and consequently their fine
freshman skier Bill Clough raced
and won, thus giving Colby
enough points to edge Bates out
of second place.
The Garnet skiers appear to
need a little more skiing competition behind them, and then
they
should be quite able to
With only three days of skiing
behind them the Bates ski team change the expected results of
entered the Bowdoin Invitational the state meet in February.
Here are the official figures acMeet at Bridgton.
In their first race of the year, cording to MIAA rules as exthe Garnet showed that they plained in the article and of the
have much more ability and po- published score as a comparison.
Published
tential than the team of a year
ago.
Bowdoin
92.9
Colby
87.1
The team, which included GorBates
86.5
den Bird, James Haddock, WalMIAA
ter Neff, Stan Evans, and Bill
Anderson, placed last in the
Bowdoin
87.5
meet behind Bowdoin and Colby,
Bates
83:4
losing to Colby by six-tenths of
Colby
71.5
a point and by 6.8 points BowIndividual Scoring For Bates
doin. Controversy arose over the
2nd—Wally Neff
official scoring of the meet.
6th—Stan Evans
According to MIAA rules Bates
9th—Jim Haddock
is the only team which may use
10th—Bill Anderson
12th—Buzz Bird
freshmen in competition. Colby,

Garnet Skiers'J|
Look Imoressive
In Bowdoin Meet
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Rafnell Furnishes Music Pianist Appears Bowdoin Prof Discusses
For January 22
At "June In January" Hop Concert Go-ers Types Of Conservatives
"June in January," the sophomore semi-formal dance, was
held from 8-11:45 p. m. Saturday
in Chase Hall, with the Lloyd
Rafnell orchestra providing music for dancing.

refreshments. Union facilities inThe January 22 Community
cluding the hi-fi set and pingConcert features Natalie Hindpong and pool tables were availeras, concert pianist. The proable for use.
gram will begin at 8:15 p. m. in
The open house was a part of the Lewiston High School Audithe program through which Stu- torium
•
Decorations featured a wishing G hopes to open the Union for
A native of Oberlin, Ohio, Miss
well in the center of the dance more informal activities, with the Hinderas made her first public
floor. Helping to create a spring- idea that, such activities will appearance at the age of three.
time effect were birds and butter- make the student's feel welcome Since then she has played in conflies hanging from the ceiling and and more at home in the Union. cert halls, over the radio, and on
colorful flower trellises along the
television.
walls.
Refreshments included
Tours Europe, United States
punch and cookies.
Debaters
She recently made her New
Serve As Co-Chairmen
York debut at Town Hall and
(Continued from page one)
Malcolm MacBain and Joan
was received with critical acCeltruda served as co-chairmen present a great many cultural claim.
of the dance, along with Alumni | programs which we now cannot
A recipient of many music felSecretary Frank O. Stred, class watch.
lowships,
she was graduated from
advisor.
On the opposite side Miss Trog- the Oberlin Conservatory of MuChaperones included Prof, and Ier pointed out that our present sic at 18. She has studied and
Mrs. David Williams and Prof, facilities are insufficient. Our toured through Europe and has
and Mrs. Leland Bechtel. Presi- chapel programs are a good start, had a successful concert tour
dent and Mrs. Charles F. Phillips she agreed, but they are only a through the United States.
and Dean of the Faculty and start. Bates as a college campus,
Mrs. Harry W. Rowe attended as she declared, is culturally barren.
A lecture series that offers highspecial guests.
grade attractions will remedy
Siu-G Sponsors Open House
this lack and also help to improve
A Student Government open public relations.
house in the Women's Union feaJames E. Gurll of the Central
tured informal entertainment and Urges Students To Vote
She argued that the fall con- Intelligence Agency will be on
ference series had gone into the campus tomorrow to interview
red because it offered tickets senior men on the governmen\
•only on package deal so that peo- service career program. Interestple who wanted to attend only ed students who have not yet
one or two lectures could not do signed up to talk with Gurll
so without paying for the whole should do so at once in the Guidance and Placement Office.
series.
The Roscoe B. Jackson MemorThe assembly was closed by
chairman Mazza who
urged ial Laboratory in Bar Harbor has
everyone to vote, since a two- announced a program of summer
thirds majority vote of the entire research for college, graduate,
student body is needed to pass and medical students. • The prothis measure. Since this referen- gram focuses on genetics of nordum is in addition an experiment mal and abnormal development
and comparative psychology.

On Thursday the Citizenship
Laboratory heard Prof. David
Walker of Bowdoin College discuss American conservatism. He
stated that although conservatism is prevalent today, there is
great confusion as to its meaning.
In defining the term he listed
four types of conservatives. First,
the instinctive
conservatives,
who "feel a social necessity to
hold onto known things, fear
change as it dislocates and discomforts them. This is emotion
without reason." This type of
conservatism, he feels, is "the
backbone of all conservative parties md movements in the United
States."

Follow Businessmen
The third group are the inarticulate aristocratic conservatives
who adhere to the leadership of
the wealthy businessmen.
The philosophical conservatives who subscribe to a body of
basic principles comprise the
Defend Status
fourth group. They are exempliSecond, the economic conser- fied by John Adams who "chose
vatives "desire to cling to their to give up his party for his prineconomic privileges. They must ciples."
defend their economic status and

Guidance Office Arranges
Meetings For Job Hunters

U-5

'You mean Wl ^

a gift to \b*.
my college
can result in a
larger income

fo
Many a businessman is dis-

PECK'S
LEWISTON

sale!

covering these days—to his

women's
reg. 4.00

pleasant surprise—that a gift
to his Alma Mater can bring
definite future tax advantages
to his wife and family.
Our experienced Trust
Department will be glad to
work with you and your attor-

driving
gloves

ney on the financial and trust

2.39

aspects of the educational gift

fashion of the moment —

"Facts Everyone Should Know About

to keep out Jack Frost

Charitable Giving," which you may

who arrived late but is

find valuable at this time. Simply

definitely here now!

4.

Our Campus Training Program offers this to certain selected undergraduates, to assist them in determining their future career.

5.

Company Representatives will interview interested
persons for its Campus Agent Training Program.

6.

Please register with the Office of Placement Director as to date and location of interview.

drop us a card today.
orlon

Provident Mutual Life Insurance
Company of Philadelphia

with cape palm. In white,

Trust Company
18 Offices Scrims the Heart of Maine
Main Office: Augusta, Maine

black,

The first issue of the second semester will be February 12.

Sales Career

The most desirable glove
We'll be glad to sent! you a copy of

champagne,

Additional information may be
obtained in the Guidance and
Placement Office or by writing
directly to Dr. William S. Murray, associate director of the laboratory. Deadline for applications
is March 1.

The next issue of the
STUDENT will appear Friday morning. January 31.
Students wishing notices or
articles in thai issue are
asked to contact a member of
the editorial staff by Friday.
January 24.

full time during summer with unlimited opportunity to earn money?

less of its size.

washable

June 19-August 29. The laboratory also has positions available
as guest investigators and laboratory assistants.

STUDENT Notice

Reviews Scholarship Sources
The January issue of MademoiMirror Pictures
selle carries an article on how to
The following organizations
get financial help for college eduare scheduled for Mirror pictures
cation and includes a bibliography of the latest scholarship in- this week:
Emphasizes Biology, Psychology formation.
Today
Selection of the 25 students adWomen's Union
The Tobe-Coburn School in
mitted is based on scholarship
New York is offering a fashion 4:00 Off-Campus Men's Council
and interest in the fields of biology and psychology. No tuition fellowship for senior women. The 4:J5 Student Council
4:30 Intramural Council
fee is charged. Expenses include I fellowship covers full tuition of
$1250 for the 1958-59 school year. 4:45 Spofford Club
$150 for the 10-week period,
' Applications must be filed this 5:00 STUDENT Editorial Staff
and applicants must 5:15 Political Union
to test the interest of the stu- month,
dents in college affairs the most prepare fashion topics in Febru- 6:30 Chase Hall Dance Committee
important action involved is that ary. Applications may be obof voting one way or the other tained in the Guidance and 6:45 STUDENT Business Staff
7:00 Women's Student GovernPlacement Office.
by this evening.
ment
7:15 Women's Student Government - Vice Presidents
7:30 Christian Service Club
7:40 Barristers
7:50 Mirror Business Staff
8:00 Woman's Athletic Associa1. Are you interested in a Sales Career leading to
tion
sales management?
8:10 Spanish Club
2. Would you like the opportunity to test your ability
8:15 Publishing Association
8:20 Lambda Alpha
and aptitude for sales work now?
8:25 Phi Sigma Iota
3. Would you like part time work while at school —
8:30 Garnet

you have in mind...regard-

100'/*

power.
Those of this materialistic belief he divides into three categories: the followers of Alexander Hamilton who "believe
that the government should be
run by the rulers of the economy"; the old Whigs of the 19th
Century; and the new Whigs
"who believe in competitive
struggle and 'a laissez-faire' governmental creed."

red,

grey, amber, blue, pink.

THE PORTLAND AGENCY
1007 Casco Bank Building. Portland- Maine
SPruce 3-6406

GLOVES
Peck's Street Floor

4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30

Tomorrow
Rand Reception Room
Outing Club Board
Outing Club Council
Sociology Club
Gould Political Affairs Club
Le Cercle Francais
History Club
Mirror Editorial Staff
Jordan Ramsdell
Lawrance Chemical Society
Der Deutsche Verein
Student Education Association
Debate Council
C.A. Cabinet
Robinson Players
Robinson Players Executive Board
PLEASE BE PROMPT

—

